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NEW: WHAT’S FOR DINNER?
ANIMAL SNACKS
Dawn Cusick
ISBN: 978-0983201458
8 x 8, 96 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$15.95, July 2012
Sneak a peek at more than 250 animals enjoying their favorite treats in
Animal Snacks. Discover the world’s cutest vegetarians, including
giraffes, hippos, elephants, zebras, whale sharks, squirrels, panda bears,
koala bears, gorillas, and kangaroos feasting on foliage and flowers.
Carnivores have favorite foods, too, and you’ll find them photographed
with just the right amount of gross factor. Look for hyenas, komodo
dragons, lions, snakes, stingrays, crocodiles, and many more feasting on
hard-earned foods.
Dazzling four-color photos show iguanas eating cactus, turtles eating sea anemones, fish eating crabs, crabs eating
coral, snails eating frog eggs, plus dozens of surprise meals. Think all birds eat the same food? Think again. Explore
the amazing range of bird foods:
seeds, nectar, fruit, snakes, fish,
small mammals, insects, crabs,
carrion, and even other birds!
Everyone knows what a porcupine
or a starfish looks like, but do
you know what they eat?

CELEBRATE ANIMAL COLORS IN
MULTIPLE LANGUAGES & FORMATS!

BOARD BOOK FORMAT!
ANIMAL COLORS:
SPANISH BILINGUAL
Beth Fielding
ISBN: 978-0983201472
6.4 x 5.9, 24 pages
$7.95, July 2012

BOARD BOOK FORMAT!
ANIMAL COLORS:
CHEROKEE BILINGUAL
Beth Fielding
ISBN: 978-0983201465
6.4 x 5.9, 24 pages
$7.95, July 2012

BOARD BOOK FORMAT!
ANIMAL COLORS:
CHEROKEE
Beth Fielding
ISBN: 978-0985303709
6.4 x 5.9, 24 pages
$7.95, July 2012

BOARD BOOK FORMAT!
ANIMAL COLORS:
ENGLISH
Beth Fielding
ISBN: 978-0979745560
6.4 x 5.9, 24 pages
$7.99

HARDCOVER AND PAPERBACK WITH FLAPS 9X9 FORMATS WITH EXTRA INFO FOR CURIOUS KIDS
Discover a world of vibrant animal colors in a kaleidoscope of color described as “simply
stunning” by School Library Journal. Enjoy animals from every color of the rainbow, then
expand the concept with amazing color combinations.
ANIMAL COLORS
Beth Fielding
ISBN: 978-0979745546
9 x 9, 32 pages, HC PLC
w/jacket, $14.95

“Simply stunning . . .”
— School Library Journal
NEW IN PAPERBACK W/FLAPS!
ISBN: 978-0983201489, $8.95
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ANIMAL EGGS
Dawn Cusick & Joanne O’Sullivan
ISBN 978-0979745539
8 x 8, 48 pages, HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95
NEW IN PAPERBACK W/FLAPS!
ISBN: 978-0983201496, $8.95
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WINNER! Animal Behavior Society’s 2012
Outstanding Children’s Book Award!
Includes an Egg
Detective game,
a “Gross or Cool?”
voting challenge,
glossary, and
index.

Kids who love animals will love Animal Eggs! From amazing tricks to clever thieves to dozens of shapes in a rainbow
of colors, Animal Eggs will leave you dazzled and amazed.
Discover eggs from birds, fish,
insects, spiders, snakes, frogs,
octopuses, snails, and more.
AAAS SCIENCE BOOKS & FILMS
BEST BOOKS FOR CHILDREN LIST

ANIMAL TAILS
Beth Fielding
978-0979745584
8 x 10, 36 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95
Discover talking tails,
warning tails, stinging
tails, swimming tails, and so
many more. Fun, easy experiments illustrate the ways animal
tails work, and cool tail tricks and trivia will dazzle family and
friends. Real science has never been so much fun!
AAAS SCIENCE BOOKS & FILMS BEST BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

ANIMAL EYES
Beth Fielding
978-0979745553
8 x 10, 36 pages
HC PLC w/jacket, $14.95

OPEN WIDE!
A Look Inside
Animal Mouths
Catherine Ham
ISBN: 978-0983201434
10 x 8, 32 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95

Go where no children’s book has ever gone before —
inside the mouths of your favorite wild animals! What’s in
there? Teeth? Fangs? Tongues? Startling, close-up
photos dazzle and surprise, while info-packed verses
explore reasons why animals might have their mouths
open. Are they yawning? Screeching? Yelling?
Warning? Trying to catch food? Or maybe just pleading
for food?

ANIMAL FIGHTS
Catherine Ham
ISBN: 978-0983201403
10 x 8, 32 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95

Animals use their eyes to
surprise, mesmerize, light
the night, and start fights!
Includes fun, easy
experiments designed to
illustrate the physics of vision.

STEP INSIDE!
A Look Inside
Animal Homes
Catherine Ham
ISBN: 978-0983201427
10 x 8, 32 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95

From nests and burrows to silk and shells, this book
explores the places and spaces that animals call home.
Discover crevices and pits where eels and reef fish make
camouflaged homes. Peek through a bubble nest to find
a spittlebug nymph hiding inside, cool and disguised.
Look inside a burrow to find a sand
wasp, a mouse, a wolverine, or a
warthog.

ANIMAL NAPS
Catherine Ham
ISBN: 978-0983201410
10 x 8, 32 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95

NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION/CHILDREN’S
BOOK COUNCIL OUSTANDING SCIENCE TRADE BOOK (2012)
Animals fight in dozens of bizarre ways.
Giraffes attack each other by ramming
heads, while turkeys and camels
wrestle with their necks. Kangaroos,
foxes, and tigers stand on their hind
legs to fight, while zebras fight with
kicks and bites. Written in whimsical
verse ideal for reading aloud.

ANIMAL TONGUES
Dawn Cusick
978-0979745515
8 x 10, 36 pages, HC PLC
w/jacket, $14.95
NEW IN PAPERBACK W/FLAPS!
ISBN: 978-0983201441, $7.95
Find dozens of fascinating
animal tongues, cool facts,
fun experiments, and more.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: ALL EXCEPT
SIMPLE CHINESE & KOREAN

AAAS SCIENCE BOOKS & FILMS BEST BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

“The vivid photography
creates another dimension
of the reading experience,
drawing students into the
rich, poetic text. Instead
of just reading about
animals, children will be
relating to them.”
— Meta Commerse,
Teacher, Poet, Naturalist,
and Grandparent

From tigers and turtles to gorillas and
‘gators, explore the sleeping habits and
locales of more than two dozen animals.
Leopards, koalas, and some types of
monkeys sleep high up in trees, while
seals and tortoises doze on beach sand
in the sunshine. Written in whimsical
verse ideal for reading aloud.
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BUG BUTTS
Dawn Cusick, author
Dr. Haude Levesque, Illustrator
ISBN: 978-0979745508
8 x 10, 48 pages, HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95

WINNER! Animal Behavior Society’s 2010
Outstanding Children’s Book Award!

SNEAK PREVIEWS
ANIMAL
GEOMETRY
Jeff Barger
ISBN: 978-0985303716
8 x 10, 48 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$15.95
February, 2013

AAAS SCIENCE BOOKS & FILMS
BEST BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: ALL

CATERPILLARS
Marilyn Singer
ISBN: 978-0979745577
10 x 8, 40 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$14.95

A right angle can be a definition you have to memorize. Or, it can be
the shape formed when a meerkat stands upright with his tail laying flat
as he watches for enemies. Obtuse angles, in contrast, are formed by
the wings of birds and dragonflies during flight. Lines can be just as
much fun as angles. Parallel lines are seen in the segments of a scorpion's tail and when a blue marlin’s dorsal fin emerges from the water.
Shapes are illustrated with the hexagon honeycombs of bees, and area
is illustrated through bird nests and turtle shells.

ANIMAL GEOMETRY:
ALL FUN, NO QUIZZES!
Angles, Triangles, Polygons,
Area, Perimeter, Cubes, Cones,
Squares, Trapezoids, Spheres,
Circles, Rectangles

NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION/CHILDREN’S BOOK COUNCIL OUSTANDING SCIENCE TRADE BOOK (2012)

CAN ANIMALS TAKE OVER THE WORLD?
Exploring the Mysteries of Animal Populations

Caterpillars attract children like magnets—their shapes,
colors, and locomotion styles are impossible to resist.
Award-winning poet and
nature writer Marilyn Singer
guides children on an exploration of the dazzling diversity of the world’s caterpillars
withhundreds of four-color photos.

ANIMAL BATHS
Beth Fielding, author
Susan Greenelsh, illustrator
ISBN: 978-0979745522
8 x 10, 48 pages,
HC PLC w/jacket
From feathers to fur and
scales to skin, discover
the wild and wacky ways
animals get clean.

PACKAGES PRODUCED FOR IMAGINE PUBLISHING

Dawn Cusick
ISBN: 978-0-9853037-2-3
8 x 10, 48 pages
HC PLC w/jacket
$15.95
February, 2013

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: ALL

In a sense, all animals have the potential to take over the
world. A single lionfish, for instance, can lay 2 million
eggs in a year, and a single tapeworm can lay 1 million
eggs in a day! So why haven't lionfish and tapeworms
taken over the world?
Predation, food sources, adaptations, reproductive potential, habitat, competition, and life history all play a dynamic
role in population numbers. Kids who love animals will
enjoy becoming animal detectives as they explore these
factors with amazing stories, fun facts, and cool photos.
Can milk snakes take over the world? Their colors and
patterns mimic poisonous coral snakes, and their vibrating
tails mimic rattlesnakes, so many predators leave them
alone. They eat rodents, birds, and other snakes (even
poisonous ones!). They don't lay many eggs, though, and
can’t live in cold or aquatic environments, so milk snakes
won't be taking over the world any time soon.

